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Vanessa Shaw is an international Business and Success Coach, Wealth Mentor 
and Inspirational Speaker. Both lauded by clients and admired by peers, her 
mission and passion in life is teaching entrepreneurs and leaders how to step up, 
be bold and play bigger in their business and personal lives so that they can live 
the life they always desired. 

You can find out more about Vanessa and her programs for business leaders 
and entrepreneurs at vanessashaw.com. 

Dear Passionate and Ambitious Entrepreneur, 

You know deep inside of you that you were destined for something much bigger 
in this life. You know that you were meant to make a bigger difference in the 
world and that it’s time for you to step up and play bigger in life. You know that 
you have gifts and talents that could benefit others. You’re passionate, creative, 
smart and ready to move forward. 

But is this thing called “business” not working out for you in the way you’d 
intended?  

You’re not alone. 

There’s a new generation of small businesses that want to make a big difference 
in the world through their work (that’s a really good thing!). Yet (and this is the big 
yet), they struggle to meet their needed income goals and generate the 
amount of revenue that would enable them to live the lifestyle they desire 
and contribute to causes that are the closest to their own hearts. 
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According to a study by the U.S. Small Business Administration, only 7% 
of small businesses have annual gross receipts between $100K and $250K. The 
large majority (over 60%) show gross receipts of less than $25K. 

That’s not a lot to fund the lifestyle of your dreams or make a significant 
impact in the world.  

All too often, business leaders and entrepreneurs come to me because they 
realize that they’ve been working extremely hard in their business but the results 
are simply not showing up in their bank accounts. They’re starting to lose their 
passion for helping others, questioning if they’re really cut out for running their 
own business and wondering if they’ll ever achieve the success they envisioned 
when they first started out. It can be a frustrating and demoralizing vicious cycle 
– and it’s not conducive to growing a lucrative, exciting business that 
makes a positive difference in the world. 

After all, how can you make a big difference in the world if you aren’t able to 
make a difference in your own life first?  

I would like to help you. So here are my top 5 Money Myths sabotaging your 
bank account, your lifestyle and your sanity! 
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MYTH #1: IT'S NOT ABOUT THE MONEY 
“It’s not about the money” is a mindset that prevails among many entrepreneurs 
who want to bring about positive change in the world. It comes from a noble 
place of wanting to serve others as a primary motivator over lining their own 
pockets and bank accounts.  

The problem though is that this is typically driven by a deeper need to be 
recognised as a “good human being” and a belief that making good money AND 
making the world a better place doesn’t go hand-in-hand. It’s as if you have to 
choose between being Mother Teresa or Donald Trump. And for many, being 
seen as Mother Teresa feels a lot more appealing than Donald Trump! Even if 
that means you have to continue to work incredibly hard for very little results. 

A simple definition of business is “The exchange of products or services to 
customers in exchange for money. The goal is that there are more sales 
than expenses, resulting in profit”. 

Doesn’t that sound fairly straightforward?  

If you’re not making money in business, then you actually have an 
expensive hobby or are running a non-profit!  

So why do we always overcomplicate this? 

Ultimately, money impacts many aspects of our lives. You need air, water, food 
and shelter to get your basic human needs met.  For most of us living in the 
Western world, we need money to buy food and shelter. We don’t have the 
hunting and gathering skills of our ancestors that would enable us to meet our 
own survival needs. We also need a roof over our heads and once we have that 
roof, we need money coming in to pay to keep the lights on.  
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If you’re in business for yourself, you’ll also have basic business expenses just to 
be in business.  

While it’s noble to want to serve others and make a difference in other’s lives, it’s 
difficult to be generous when you’re struggling to get your own needs met. 
Think about just how much mental and emotional energy money is taken up 
when you’re worrying about where the next client is coming from or how you’re 
going to pay that big unexpected bill that just came in. It’s not surprising that your 
thinking is more focused on fear and survival instead of vision and service.  

I once worked with a mentor who would say, “money will get your attention one 
way or another – be sure that it gets your attention positively”. 

Think about how much more mental and emotional energy you would have 
if you weren’t worrying constantly about money. You’d be able to truly 
focus on serving others in a very powerful way.  

Because let’s be brutally honest. Ultimately, your income is a direct reflection of 
the impact that you're currently having in the world. 

If you're reaching 10 people, the likelihood is that your income is a lot lower than 
somebody reaching 100 people. 

To serve 100 people you will need additional resources. It's pretty challenging to 
serve those people all alone. 

Additional resources might look like a personal assistant, systems that support 
your delivery of products or services, web development, graphic design, or even 
needed support in your personal life so that you’re freed up to dedicate more 
energy to your business.  
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When you become more financially successful in your business, you’re 
able to create new opportunities for other businesses and service 
providers. It also means that you can be more supported so that you no longer 
have to be the Jack or Jacqueline of all trades.  

This starts with accepting whole-heartedly that money is a very important 
component of any healthy, sustainable business. And, for you as the 
business owner to be healthy and sustained, you will need to generate a certain 
amount of income – otherwise you’ll be going out of business!  

Because this is the bottom line: most businesses fail because they run out 
of money. So there’s nothing wrong with focusing on bringing more money 
into your business. In fact, if you want to defy the failure statistics for small 
businesses, that is exactly what you should be focusing on. 

What a crazy idea! Focusing on the very thing that will keep you in business AND 
help you make a much bigger difference in the world. ! 

You see that when you say that it’s not about the money, it takes your attention 
away from creating it and what I frequently see is business owners that aren’t 
setting and achieving a financial goal which would help them meet their own 
needs first so that they can better serve others.  

Again another crazy idea – that you should get your own needs met first! 
But yes, that’s exactly how it works. 

Just like the oxygen mask on an airplane – we’re told to put ours on first so that 
we can more fully take care of others next to us. If we’re starved of oxygen, we’re 
not much help to others. In fact, we will need others to take care of us. The same 
goes for money – if you can’t meet your own needs first, how can you 
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possibly expect to meet your bigger goal? You’ll need to rely on others to 
help you out – which is probably not the vision of an empowered business owner 
that you originally had for yourself. 

By not having a financial goal to focus on, entrepreneurs become scattered and 
overwhelmed because they don’t know where they should be putting their 
attention and energy to stay in business. 

Of course, the reality is that money is often not the primary motivator for many 
people. It’s what happens as a result of having more money that is motivating 
and that’s different for all of us. It might be that it relieves some stress in your life, 
gives you confidence that you do have a viable business (because first and 
foremost you have paying clients and you are able to cover your immediate 
financial needs), you can hire additional help, go on that much-needed vacation 
or simply start to enjoy the finer things in life without feeling that you’re over-
extending yourself. Or perhaps it’s that you’ve now got a bigger pot to share with 
those causes close to your own heart.  

So the first question to get crystal clear on is this: 

How specifically would your life and business change if 
you were generating more money with your business? 

Myth #2: Invest in yourself to make more money 
Your appearance, your environment, car, home, and office are all a 
reflection of a current internal “financial set point”. This financial set point is 
the level at which you are currently comfortable receiving.  
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It’s important to note that the level you are currently comfortable receiving is not 

the same as the level you’d love to be at. In fact, there’s often a big gap between 
the two. In fact, your current financial set point is like a glass ceiling that can be 
tricky to break through. 

The thinking here is that if you change the outer reflections of wealth, your 
internal set point will automatically increase and you’ll attract more opportunities 
for wealth to you.  

So you fly first class, make sure you get VIP treatment everywhere, and you up-
level your wardrobe, your brand, and your marketing materials. You invest 
heavily in mentors and programs to help you grow. Essentially, you create the 
illusion of success so that you attract more success to you. Or, as the well-known 
expression says: “you fake it until you make it”. 

But this typically doesn’t work. In fact, it can create a lot of stress and 
pressure and feed your inner “fraud monster” because a big part of you 
knows that you are faking it. 

It can lead to a devastating cycle of needing to keep up appearances when deep 
down inside you’re wondering how long it’s going to be before you crack under 
pressure and the fraud police come knocking at your door to take you away. 
You’ve fallen into the trap of trying to keep up with the “Jones” when you don’t 
have the skills, resources or experience to be operating at this new higher level. 

Pressure and neediness is never the optimal place to create more business 
and income from. It leads to desperation which leads to attracting the 
wrong kind of clients and leaves you feeling like you’ve been selling your 
soul. 
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One popular theory is that when you expand your mindset to invest more and 
purchase more, you'll also increase your commitment to making the money. This 
thinking is often what gets people into serious debt and even more financial 
pressure. 

It’s pitched like it’s some kind of magic pill that you swallow and miraculously 
you'll have sorted out your mindset and limiting beliefs around money and money 
will now flow effortlessly into your bank account. 

Sounds magical, right? 

And that's exactly what it is – magical thinking.  

If only it were that easy – we could all go out and invest in a quick makeover and 
our business success would be guaranteed. 

The reality is that theory is easy but putting the theory into practice is a 
completely differently ball game. It’s the difference between thinking about 
taking a dance class and actually experiencing the dance class. You can observe 
somebody learning to dance from a distance or you could read a book and learn 
the theory but it’s not until you actually take the class that you’ll discover your 
limitations, the new skills you need to build, the mindset shifts you’ll have to 
make as well as the ongoing guidance and support you’ll need to help you 
succeed. Paying to attend the dance class isn’t what turns you into the next 
winner of Dancing with the Stars! 

Now don’t get me wrong, I’m a big supporter in investing in oneself and 
one’s business and I have personally invested hundreds of thousands of 
dollars over the years to grow my own business.  
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But investing money is just one part of the equation – we also have to 
invest time, energy and a lot of blood, sweat and tears and take full 
responsibility for getting the results you want.  

All too often, people think that because they’ve made an investment and now feel 
ready, the money will naturally flow. In fact, what is happening is that they are 
now abdicating responsibility for their results – and of course this may be 
happening at an unconscious level – but essentially the thinking is that because 
you’ve invested heavily and are making so many changes on the outside then 
surely new results have to show up. 

It doesn’t work like that. Changes have to happen on the inside too.  

People who have a higher level of self-worth don’t have a problem commanding 
high fees for their services and receiving at a higher level. They believe they are 
truly deserving of the level of success they have and they believe in the value 
their services provide. 

A higher self-worth will enable you to attract a high level of wealth into your 
life and be comfortable receiving it and, perhaps even more important, 
allow you to keep it. 

With a lower self worth, whilst you might attract more wealth into your life you’re 
likely to experience lots of ups and downs, have trouble keeping it or maintaining 
it consistently. It always feels like a struggle to get to where you want to go or 
shows up as you constantly sabotaging your best efforts to be more financially at 
ease.  

Your own inner self-worth needs to keep pace with your outer appearance 
otherwise you end up feeling like a fraud.  
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So, in order to keep that inner “fraud monster” at bay you’ll also have to do the 
inner work of increasing your own level of self-worth so that you are fully 
comfortable and congruent with receiving more money in your life. The inner 
work of increasing your own level of self-worth as well as the outer work of 
building your business go hand in hand and must happen simultaneously. 

Myth #3: Once you’ve broken through your financial set 
point, there are no limits to how much money you can make 
We all unconsciously have a level of wealth that we are comfortable with. But 
circumstances can take us below our “comfort level” – for example, we receive a 
huge unexpected bill like having to installed a new hot water heater, car repair or 
an unexpected medical bill (I’m speaking from my own experiences here!). 
You’re either going to find yourself digging into reserves to pay the bill or 
panicking as to how you’re going to come up with the cash. Either way, you’ll 
start to experience a level of discomfort and you’ll find yourself acting in a way 
that brings you back to your original financial set point. So as an entrepreneur, 
what this might look like is a sudden frenzy of activity – you get super focused on 
bringing in new clients, making sure your clients pay you on time or thinking it’s 
time to raise your fees. The pressure is now on big time to earn more money and 
bring you back to a level that you are “comfortable” with. Once you get those new 
clients, the pressure is now off and you retreat back into your comfort zone which 
is typically the same or very close to your financial set point. 

Now let’s look at what happens when you start to attract more money that’s 
above your current financial set point. (This is exactly the same phenomenon that 
affects lottery winners and NFL football players – many of whom usually end up 
broke or in serious financial trouble.) 
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When you first start getting those new clients or commanding higher fees, that 
pesky little “money monster” inside your head is likely saying “that’s a fluke”, “you 
won’t be able to repeat that” or “they’ll find out that you’re not really worth it” or 
any other of your favourite well-rehearsed stories that lure you away from 
breaking through your financial set point.  

It’s important to know that the goal of your money monster is to keep you at the 
same financial level. That’s his purpose and all the time you feed him with your 
own self-doubt, worry and fear you feed him and maintain your current financial 
set point. And he’s a determined and feisty little guy. He’s actually had years of 
practice undermining your ability to achieve your long-term financial goals and, 
let’s face it, he’s had more success than you’ve had up until this point!  

You’ll know when your money monster is still winning the battle because you’ll 
find that even though you may be earning more, you’re not actually keeping 
more. We see this the whole time with lottery winners – they have a massive win 
and within a relatively short period of time they have typically spent it all and are 
financially and emotionally worse off than before their big win. 

The money monster can work in mysterious ways too – major bills show up, 
catastrophes occur that stop you growing your business, relationships break 
down or you get sick and physically exhausted (that’s one of his favourite tricks). 

Your job is to outwit the money monster and incremental consistent steps are the 
key here. This is why faking it till you make it doesn’t work. Both you and the 
money monster know the game you’re playing. 

The money monster wants to keep you safe and playing small and the closer you 
get to breaking through your own financial glass ceiling, the more threatened he 
becomes and typically the more chaos and breakdowns he creates in your life. 
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It’s in these moments that it feels easier to give up or go backwards because 
that’s more familiar than moving forwards with uncertainty and a lack of clarity. 
And, of course, his favourite game to play at this stage is to instill an extra large 
dose of doubt – what if you put in all of this blood, sweat and tears and you still 
don’t get the results you are longing for?  

So, first and foremost you have to realize that you are going to encounter 
numerous challenges as you break through your financial set point and you need 
to realize that you are going to feel unstoppable and super-empowered on the 
other side. I can promise you that it truly is an amazing feeling. And for a while 
you’ll start to think that it was a lot easier than it actually was and now you can go 
to the next financial level effortlessly.  

There is a nugget of truth in all of this – once you’ve broken through one level, 
you do know what it takes to do it again and you’ve undoubtedly learned some 
new skills and grown as a person along the way. You’ve probably earned a few 
new brownie points in your own self-worth account too! 

But let’s not forget that your little money monster has probably been having a 
sulk in the background because of his first defeat. While you’ve been expending 
your energy to grow the business, he’s been renewing his energy for the next 
battle. There’s a saying in this industry that goes “new level, new devil” and 
honestly I’m not sure if it’s always a new devil or rather the old one has learned a 
few new tricks to try and stop you in your tracks again. 

Complacency and comfort are great weapons for the money monster to now play 
with. Instead of breaking through to your next level, you decide that it’s time to 
take a breather or integrate everything you’ve learned so far. Worse still, you 
start to tell yourself that this feels good right here and that you don’t “need” any 
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more – hey, life is good enough the way it is.  Before you know it, your 
complacency and comfort have turned into stagnancy and slipping backwards 
and the money monster is starting to win the battle all over again. 

Breaking through your own financial set point doesn’t create the breakthrough 
itself. The real breakthrough is achieved by doing it consistently so that you 
can repeat it on demand, count on it and see the tangible evidence over 
time that it’s sustainable. After all, isn’t it consistent cash flow and financial 
peace of mind that you’re ultimately seeking? 

Consistency and building momentum are key to continually achieving new 
financial levels.  

Momentum is a powerful force because it’s pure physics – once you’ve reached 
a certain speed, it takes less effort to maintain it or to increase it than it does to 
start from zero again. The combination of both consistent action and building 
momentum in your business starts will undermine your money monster. Now he 
starts to see that you really are committed to growing this business and your 
consistent action will outwit his consistent attempts to stop you in your tracks.  

Myth #4: Follow your passion and the money will flow 
We all know people who are brilliant at what they do, passionate about making a 
difference and yet, it’s not reflected in their bank accounts 

If only it were that easy right? Just show up with passion and you’ll have clients 
galore knocking down your door (or calling you 24/7) to work with you!  

As an entrepreneur you most definitely should be enthusiastic and passionate 
about the work you do. After all, isn’t that one of the main reasons you started 
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your business in the first place? The truth though is that if your passion is left 
unmanaged and unfocussed, your money monster will see this as a great 
opportunity to have you chasing many bright shiny objects in the hope that you’ll 
find “the one thing” that will unlock the flow of money into your account.  

In order for your passion to translate into more money in your bank account you 
have to solve the whole “4P” equation for it to work for you and your business: 

P (Passion) + P (Problem) + P (People) = P (Profit) $$$ 

Let me explain.  

Your passion for making a difference needs to intersect with a pressing 
problem that your ideal clients (people) identify with and they are willing to 
invest in to get a solution. If any part of this equation is missing, the money 
won’t flow. 

Often entrepreneurs are passionate about the thing they do (their process) when 
their ideal clients are actually seeking to solve a pressing problem and get 
tangible results.  

Imagine that you go to the dentist with a really bad toothache. It’s the pressing 
problem (toothache) that will get you to book an appointment and what you’re 
most interested in at that point is the end to the toothache (the result). Within 
reason, you’re not overly interested in how the dentist will stop it, the instruments 
he’ll use and the procedures he’ll follow. In fact, chances are if you knew too 
much about any of these things, it would cause you to procrastinate even longer! 
When the pain is bad enough, you’ll be willing to pay good money to stop it. 

This is exactly how the 4P equation can work for you and your clients. 
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One of the strategies I teach my clients is how to use events (both big and small) 
to grow their businesses rapidly and have a big payday. Sometimes just getting 5 
people into a room with you can translate into 5 figures in new income so it’s a 
great return on investment. As an example, I was working with one of my 
ACCELERATE clients recently to build in a series of small event into her 
business and she was super excited to build out the content, book the meeting 
room and plan all the details of the event. But when it came to inviting people, 
she couldn’t bring herself to pick up the phone and get people in the room. In 
fact, she was doing everything but inviting them. Her money monster had shown 
up big time telling her that it was difficult to get people to attend events, that she 
needed more time, that she should perhaps postpone it and now this was feeling 
like hard work so perhaps it wasn’t the “best strategy” for her after all. Your 
money monster knows how to stop you in your tracks and will always win if 
you’re not alert to its tricks and insidious ways. Creating a sense of “hard work” 
and “killing your passion” is an effective way to get you to stop what you’re doing.  

All of a sudden the first P in the equation was missing for my client. She knew 
who her ideal clients were and she knew what problem they had but with the 
money monster intent on sabotaging her best efforts, it all felt like hard work and 
she was getting increasingly distracted.  She needed to re-engage her own 
passion as to why she was doing this in the first place and then she quickly had 5 
sign-ups that resulted in a five figure payday too! 

I see this time and time again with visionary entrepreneurs. When they start to 
look at what’s involved in translating their bigger vision into a reality, their passion 
and enthusiasm quickly fades. It’s as if they are passionate and excited about 
dreaming big but where the rubber hits the road is in implementing their brilliant 
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ideas. Remember ideas are cheap – but implementation is where the real money 
is! 

Your passion for making a difference combined with a solid strategy to serve 
your ideal clients and grounded implementation is what will give you a distinct 
advantage over those who are mistakenly thinking they can dream their way to 
success. The key to success and achieving financial freedom is being willing to 
do in the short term what others are not willing to do so that you can live a future 
that they will still be dreaming about! 

Myth #5: Only work in your core brilliance 
If somebody asked you today what your core brilliance is - could you answer 
succinctly and confidently?  

Congratulations if the answer is yes because you’re in a very small group of 
people who understand and own their unique gifts and talents.  

For the majority of people (myself included!) discovering our core brilliance is an 
iterative process that we discover by trial and error or through experience. When 
we start our small business, we have to wear so many hats – from CEO to 
Project Manager to Sales to Copywriter to Receptionist and, let’s not forget, Chief 
Coffee Maker!  

Wearing all of those hats is not necessarily a bad thing. You might discover some 
new talents in the process. For example, in the early days of my business I 
starting sending out a regular newsletter and discovered that whilst I’m not a 
professional copywriter, my writing skills aren’t actually that bad. Years later, I 
still do about 95% of the writing and it helps me shape my content and programs 
as well as getting really clear on the messages I want to deliver. Had I 
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outsourced this aspect of my business early on, I would have missed out on this 
opportunity and now when I am looking to hire professionals to help me, the 
standards I’m expecting are a lot higher too! 

The thinking behind only working in your core area of brilliance is that a) you can 
naturally generate a lot more income from this, and b) by hiring others to help 
you with those things you don’t like doing and are not good at doing, you’ll also 
see a marked increase in income.  

If you haven’t worked out how to monetize your own brilliance in an effective 
way, getting others to do some of the work for you, isn’t going to miraculously 
lead to more dollars in the bank account. What you also have to realize is that 
outsourcing costs money – and energy too because now you have to manage 
others, taking away from time you could be building your business. I can’t tell you 
how many conversations I’ve had over the years with disgruntled business 
owners who didn’t receive the quality, timeliness or results that other service 
providers had promised them! I’ve also had numerous conversations with 
business owners who were so intent on building the illusion of a solid team that 
they were paying other team members far more than they were receiving 
themselves and they still had all the responsibility and overheads! 

Now don’t get me wrong – I’m a big fan of getting outside assistance but the trick 
is to know what to outsource and when and a lot of this depends on just how 
evolved on your business already is.  

Whatever you decide to get additional help with, the reality is this: you still have 
to lead your business because nobody will ever be as invested in getting 
results as you are. If you start to abdicate responsibility for key areas of your 
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business, you’re likely to end up with some large invoices and not necessarily 
see any real results or impact in the growth of your business and income. 

There is certainly some wisdom to only working in your core area of brilliance 
and it’s important to realize that this is a goal that you work up to depending on 
what level you are in business. It’s key to know what your starting point is (most 
business owners over-inflate this) in order to know what you could be 
outsourcing and what you really have to keep on your plate for the time being. 

I often speak of 3 levels of entrepreneurs (emerging, evolving and established) 
and in order to determine which level you’re at, you have to look at the results 
you’re already achieving as opposed to what knowledge you have or what you 
think you know. 

As your business grows you will need additional help and often the first place to 
get some help is in taking a lot of routine administrative tasks off your plate. 
Many entrepreneurs want to outsource sales and marketing activities but these 
should remain on your plate until your business is consistently turning a profit 
and you can truly afford some additional expert help in this area. Marketing and 
sales require your energy, voice and personality because your clients are first 
and foremost investing in the relationship with you and the results they will get 
from working with you so you have to take a central role in this.  

A smart investment though would be to hire an editor to sharpen up your writing 
for you or a designer to make your marketing materials or website really stand 
out. Investing in professionals such as an accountant and an attorney will also 
save you money. You need an accountant to give you the best financial and tax 
advice for your business and it’s crucial to make sure you’re well protected 
legally. And no – cutting and pasting from the Internet or borrowing other 
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people’s legal contracts does not cut it! These are fundamental, not so sexy parts 
of your business that often get overlooked in the excitement to grow and get 
more clients that can end up as very expensive mistakes further down the road (I 
should tell you some of the horror stories I’ve heard).  

One of the insidious ways your money monster likes to operate is by 
getting you to look for quick fixes and “easy” ways to build your business. 
It’s a great strategy because the pursuit of easy takes you down numerous rabbit 
holes that are somehow more comfortable than the very activities you should be 
doing that will generate income. So you find yourself constantly tweaking 
your marketing materials, spending hours writing blog articles, stalking 
others on social media who appear to be more successful than you (come 
on, admit it, you know you do it!), designing endless programs and 
products instead of doing the real work of having real conversations with 
real people who could easily become your clients. Did you know that the 
phone is probably your most valuable resource but you’re not using it to generate 
the kind of income you’d love to receive! And speaking to people is definitely part 
of your brilliance – you’ve been doing it since the age of 2!  

The bottom line is this. Sales is the only activity that actually brings money 
into your business and it’s crucial that you understand this process and 
have a process that’s the right fit for your clients and your brand. As a 
business owner nobody will care more about your bottom line than you and you 
must take complete ownership of this area. Any outsourcing decisions you do 
ultimately make should be with the aim of you dedicating more time to income 
generating activities and pro-actively growing the business otherwise you’ll just 
end up with bigger bills and less money in your bank account!  
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If you’ve stayed with me this far, you’ve clearly got the tenacity and drive to make 
a big difference in the world through your business. I’ve recorded a personal 
video message especially for passionate and ambitious entrepreneurs just like 
you.  

You can see it here: http://vanessashaw.com/virtuallatte/. It’s only 1 minute long 
but you’ll be pleased you took the time when you see what’s inside! 

Now is the time. It’s your moment to BE BOLD. PLAY BIGGER.® 

 

Business & Success Coach 
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About Vanessa Shaw 
Recognized as savvy and sophisticated yet widely 
respected for her business brilliance, Vanessa 
Shaw is an international Business and Success 
Coach, Wealth Mentor and Inspirational Speaker. 
Both lauded by clients and admired by peers, her 
mission and passion in life is teaching 
entrepreneurs and leaders how to step up, be bold 
and play bigger in their business and personal lives 
so that they can live the life they always desired. 

Through her face-to-face and online 
programs catering to different levels of business 
and income levels, including IGNITE, 
ACCELERATE and WINNING AT WEALTH, 
Vanessa has taught and inspired thousands around the globe to “BE BOLD. 
PLAY BIGGER.®”. She is widely known for her pioneering the concept of building 
a “Boutique Business Lifestyle™” built around the foundations of an ideal lifestyle 
that you want to live. 

Leveraging years of experience and having worked with hundreds of clients and 
major firms, she is a highly sought-after speaker and authority on business 
mastery, personal leadership and 6 and 7 figure income strategies. With a 
natural gift to connect with any audience, whether in the hundreds or thousands, 
she has delivered moving and inspirational keynotes that speak authentically to 
her own struggles to become the first woman entrepreneur in her family. Her 
workshops and events, including her annual 3-day signature THE BIG BOLD 
EVENT®, demonstrate a natural ease and presence on stage and an ability to 
deliver practical insights and inspiration for those aspiring to more success in 
their business and life. 

Vanessa’s broad international experience as a business coach includes clients 
such as The World Economic Forum, KPMG, Oracle, The Global Fund, London-
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based law firm Cameron McKenna, Sandler Training as well as many other 
professional service providers. Originally from the UK and having lived in Europe 
for most of her life, Vanessa has worked for the United Nations in Geneva, 
Switzerland, and held multiple senior leadership roles within the International 
Coach Federation at both the Swiss and global levels. She is an accredited 
Business & Executive Coach who has dedicated years to her own professional 
and personal development. Her experience and skills as a coach combined with 
the hard-earned knowledge of what it really takes to be an entrepreneur and to 
create a business from scratch has led Vanessa to her passion for coaching and 
mentoring small and medium size businesses and entrepreneurs. 

An important part of Vanessa’s own business philosophy is to positively impact 
the lives of others by contributing to charitable causes and helping others who 
are less fortunate. She is a Board Member of the Arizona-based non-
profit Workshops for Youth and Families who for the last 35 years have 
supported personal leadership, life skills and resiliency for youth and teens. 

You can learn more about Vanessa, her coaching and business-building 
programs, as well as how to engage her as a speaker for your next event at 
vanessashaw.com. You can ALSO connect with her on Facebook, LinkedIn or 
follow her on Twitter @vcshaw. 
 

 


